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Abstract
Tltere haae been s number.of research studies that point out that students' self-effcacy has a close relationship with ttreir
academic achiwement. Giaing speeches in Engtish requires a high 

.lntel t 1Lt|-Lpriry buoor, ,ortrdrnce anil Engtish
skills are both needed when perfonning the assignment in fronl of an ,i,lirnrc and examiners. This researclr tries to
irutestigate tlrc stuilents' self-fficacy in giuing speeches in Lil clisses and their performarrr, ilriil, i, reflected in their
acadernic achiea emen ts,
The research inaolued 89 non-Englislt department uniz,ersity stuclents in a non- English speaking country. Tlrc speech
course xoas gitten to the students in lheir fourth semester a.fter they completed Engtiih courses fo,irsing on reading andwriting, speaking and listening, and extensiae 

.reading in tieLr f,rst, secoid and thiri semester respectiaely.
Questionnaires are distribu-ted to the students to find out thiir leael of se[f-efficacy. Their achiwements were assessecl basecl
on the rubrics proaided and distributed to tlrc students at the 

.beginning oj'*e course. Tlrc data were then analyzed using
SPSS ' Theresearchfound tlut self-fficacy inEnglistt speech dellaery dirl iorrelate to the acatlemic achieoement.

Keywords: Self-eficacy,giaingEnglishspeeches,acadetricachieaemeri,non-Englishdepartmentstudents.

Tltispaper focuses on tlrc nature of macline trsnslat_ion and the possibility itt empozuering it. After recognizing
the nature of mach.ine t-ranslatiort, it is hopetl tlmt the users of the runchiie can iake oryZppripriote actions to
make the ben efi t of machine transl ation.

Introducfion

Efficacy is seen as one important factor that
can influence one's learning and even affect the
outcome when performing a task. Although
efficacy is closely related to social cognitive
theory and education, it has been used widely in
many areas such as in sports (Feltz& Magyar,
2006), in learning disabilities (Klassen, 2006), in
cultural issues (Kim & park, 2006;
Oettingen&Zosuls, 2006), and in teaching (Hoy &
Davis, 2006; Haworttj 2008). Haworth (2009)
argues that teachers' efficacy may influence their
relationship with the students. She suggests that
teachers' self-efficacy needs to be improved by
involving the teachers in professional
development programs. For students, efficacy is
essential so that they have the confidence to do
their task assigned and at the end, they can
receive the expected results. This article tries to
investigate the relationship between the self-
efficary and academic achievement in delivering
English speeches taking place in a
UniversitasMuhammadiyah yogyakarta,
Indonesia.

Self-efficacy
Bandura (7997) refers toefficacy as ,, a

judgmentof one's abilityto organize and execute
given types of performances.',It means that it is
the people themselves who judge their own
capabilities to execute a certain action. An
English language leamer may have a higher level

of seif-efficacy in one skill but a lower level in the
other. For example, many English language
learners rvould judge themselves to be more
confident in their speaking ability than in writing
skills because they can do some improvisation to
communicate with other people, while in writing,
they have to deal n,ith glammar and spelling.
Self-efficacy, according to Pintrich and Schunk
(1996) and Bandura (2006) also influences people
in setting goals. Self-efficacy and goal setting are
dependent on the "intraindividual and
environmental differences"' (p, 89). In an
academic setting, the examples from these factors
are like the relafionship between the students
and teachers, students and other students, and
students and the materials discussed in the class.
A student with a high level of self-efficacy may
set his goai lower when he does not have a good
relationship with the environment or the
materials tested were not yet discussed in the
class. In short, the intra-individual and
environment differences, at some point, lower
the level of students' self-efficacy.

Self -ef f icacy is closely related with
achievement. People with high self-efficacy
would expect to have higher achievement in the
performed task. Pintrich and Schunk (1996) and
Bandura (2006) assert that students with high
conf idence and high expectations f or
achievement would try harder and tend to be
more
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persistent.In addition, this type of studentwould
have a higher level of engagement with his
learning environment so he can achieve his goal
set. Students who believe in themselves but have
low outcome expectations may show the same
behavior as the type of students discussecl
previously, but at the same time they would try
to negotiate the standards set by the teachers so
they can get a higher grade with less hard work.
The other type of student is the one who has low
confidence and low expectation. The students
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who fall in this criteria may stop attending the
class or simply do not show up on the tesiday.
Meanwhile, students with a low level of
confidence but high expectation would
experience frustration because they compare
themselves with their peers who perform better.

Self-efficacy is usually related with efforts
someone puts into a certain task. These two
variables are seen as positively correlated, which
means that if the self-efficary is high, the number
of efforts will also be high and, in turn, it affects

wlrere English became the first language in their
schools. The low self-efficacy caused alow level
of motivation to learnbecause theirEnglish skills
were not as proficient as expected to understand
the classroom corrmunication, even though
exfra help such as language specialists had been
given to the students.

According to Bandura (199n, knowing what
to do and how to do it is not enough to Lave a
certain level of efficacy. When one lias a certain
level of_efficacy, he would be able to organize the
subskills needed to perform the tasks. The
subskills like cognitive, social and emotional
behavior have to be organized so that the
assigned task can be performed well and
produce the desired output.

An individual may have the sub-skills but not
be able to orchestrate them. In the end, he will not
able to perform effectively. It is commonly found
thatanumber of sfudentswho are given tiresame
intervention and who are believed to have
similar skills may show different levels of
performance because they have different abilities
to coordinate the subskills. Also, efficary can go
up and down depending on various conditions.

the outcome produced by the individual, The
relationship between the three variables is
described in the figure proposed Banclura (1997)
below.

Efficacy varies in levels, strength and
generality. According to Zirnrnerman (2006), the
lettel means that the level of self-efficacy depends
on the level of difficulty of the assigned task;
strength refers to "certainty nith lvhich one can
perform a specific task"; generolify is the efficacy
owned by an individual in relation to performing
tasks from different subjects.

The figure shows that an individual,s efficacy
influences l-ris behavior to perforrn the task
assigned. A student who has lower level
confidence usually makes fewer efforts because
he perceives himself not to be able to perform the
given task and therefore, he gives up easily. Tiris
type of student, compared to his opposiie, has
relatively lower efforts to figure oui alternative
solutions when he encounters a problem. LeClair,
Doll, Osborn, and Jones (2009) found that ELL
students who had low self-efficacy tended to
have lower academic achievement. Their
research was conducted in the United States
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In short, self-efficary is seen as one of the most
influential factors that influences students'
academic achievement. In additioru self-efficary
can also encotrrage the students to study harder
and perform better in exams. In an English
language learning context, students with higher
confidence with their English will likely make

more efforts to perform a task compared to those
who have a lower level of self-efficacy.

Speech Delivery course
This course provides massive opportunities

for students to work with their speech text and
rehearse their perfornulnce in the classroom.
Bandura (2005) asserts "the same perceived
efficacy can occur if development of
competencies is socially structured so that skills
in dissimilar domains are developed together."
These opportunities can improve students' level
of efficacy because different skills such as writing
speaking, reading and listening are developed in
the classroom. In additioru the practices can help
the students reduce their anxiety in relation to
standing in front of an audience, delivering
English speeches and being assessed.

. What is English Spee& course andWlry it is giuen.

In the Language Training Center Universitas
MuhammadiyahYogyakarta, this course is given
to the second year nonnglish department
students who have taken three other English
courses: Writing I, Conversation, and Reading I.
One of the considerations of giving this course in
the fourth semester is the assumption that the
students would have obtained the skills to
perorm the designed tasks. The writing skills are

needed in order to write the speech text, which
will help the students to organize their thinking
and rehearse. The conversation skill is obviously
needed when the students have to deliver the
speech in frontof the classwhile reading skills
will be used when the students have to read.or
summarize the references needed to support
theirarguments.

he other consideration of designing the
English Speech course is to give the students as

many opportunities as possible to build
arguments, support them and present them in
front of a group. At the end, the students will
have to Euxswer one or two question asked by
their peers and/or teachers. This would require
the students to use all skills theyhave in order to
dothetask.

. How the English Speech course is organized

The course is given in 15 meetings and two out
of those meetings are used to conduct the final
test. The rest of the meetings are usually used to
do the interventions to make sure that the
students acquire the knowledge and skills to
deliverthe English spech. The interventionis also
used to build their confidence in doing the
expected task by doing repetitive actions. In the
class activities, for example, students are
encouraged to practiceby standinginfront of the
class and delivering a chunk of Englsh texts. The
activities will provide them with experiences and
gradually develop their selffficary because they
will be familiarwith the task they are expected to
perform (Gorsuch, 2009).

The students have to write a piece of English
text that is used to guide their oral speech
because inthe testthe students are not allowed to
bring text with them. However, they may bring a
number of key words they need to remind them
of their text. The sudents are expected to deliver
the speech within 4 minutes and are assessed

based on a set of criteria given to the students at
the beginning of the course.

Methodolory
a. Datacollection

- Participants
The participants of the study were 120

nonnglish deparhrcnt students who enrolled in
the English class because the course was a
mandatory subject for them. Most students were
in the second year in the university and have
leamed English in an academic setting since they
were at least in middle scool.
uring their studying in the university, it is
mandatory for the students to take English
subjects each semester. The English lessons

focused on different skills from semester one to
four such as basic reading and writing, English
conversation, extensive rading and public
speaking, respectively.

- Instruments
he study used questionnaires as its instrument to
gather the data. The questionnaires were
distributed to 120 students. The
questionnaire is constructed based on the guide
provided by Bandura (2006;1997) in Guide for
Constructing Self-Eficacy Scales. The construct
includes several elements :
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1. The questions were phrased with the word. can
do because the phrase refers to perceived
capability.

2. The questions covered the behavioral factors
that students can use to review their
performance. In this case, the behavioral
factors are related to the students, self_regulation to reach a certain Ievel of
achievement.

3. The questions were designecl based on the
assessment guideline provided by the
institution.
The questiomaires were distributed to the

students before they performed the tasks. This
method was considered more effective to find
out the level of student confidence in relation totheir task performance. The questionrruir", *ur"then returned to the teachers u.,a tf,"-i"u.n"r,
turned them in to the person in charge ofcollectingthem.

, tu scale g-iven in the questionnaire wasbased on the Likert scale'becauru---ia _u,
considered to be the simplest and most common
means of measurement (Sue, n.d.). The
respondents were asked to indicate their level ofself-efficacy by circling the number itrat most
describes it. The scale ivas u.rung"J, O-= ,,not 

atall" to 10 = ,,extremely 
lr.ell,,. fnZ questionnaire

was designed in the students, firsi language to
make them more easil;, understand thffisfions
a1:_it 

*", them (qu es ti onn a ires attached). Theotner rnstrument used in this research is theteacher's assessment. The assessment was
conducted based on the checklist prouia"J Uy tf,uinstitution. The teachers graded the students on a
0-4 scale (assessment forri attachecl).

Hypothesis and dstn collection tlnnlasis.
Tle 

. 
stu.dy hypothesized th; there was arelationship between self_efficacy anJ acuaemic

3;fievelentin English speech delivery.orrru i.,umversitas Muhammadiyah yogyakarta. Thenull hypothesis was set that there"is ,.,o ,uiutio.,
between self-efficacy and the course.

Data Annlysis
The data obtained

1g.0. The correration 
was analyized using sPSS

sPSSsoftware. 
was anaiyzed using the

Results

. Out of 120 questionnaires distributed, only 94
of them returned. There were five question .,uires,
which were not completely tffua oui Uy tf,"

Students, Self_Efficacy... (Murtiningsih)

respondents; therefore the total questionnaires
used in the research were g9. Tt," fo[owing arethe tables showing the resutts oit},e Jnil;",

Table 1.
The mean of self_efficacy and grades

Table L shows that the mean of the self_efficary of the respondents was;riauu uilrru ,r,uaverage, which means that the participants were

[T,::^.1! 
ou* h lu]f:,o,i"g th"i" iuri;;"" uytne teacher. The table also displays ihat theparticipants'mean of grades ** 

""flU""fy frighconsidering that if *,J1 n"rrorm;;;f;'i ly t"thelest, they would get i0 points.
The correlation between self_efficacy andstudents' academic achievement J,i--J" Uytable2.

Table 2.
The correlation between self_efficacv

and speech delivery course

Itsp- value of the correlation was .00O whichmeans that there was a significant relationbetween the independeni variable anddependent variable. In short, af," 
-""if 

*u,
rejected. Table 3 shows the scatterplot oithe twovariables. It shows that there '*", u- t *dbetween the two variables, which irrai"i", tfrutthe academic achievement tended to be higher
when the Ievel of self-confia"rr"" *ur rfro friglr"".

Discussion

The study yields the similar results of the
research conducted by Hsieh and Kang lZOiOy in

selfefficacy pearsmCorrelation

Sis. (2_taited)

N

grade Pearsm Correlation

Sig. (2-raited)

Conelation is slgnificant at the 0.01 level (2_tailed)

selfefficacv grade

1

RO

870"

.000

80

.870"

.000

ao

1

RO
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Korean EFL context. The study confirms the
suggestion offered by Bandura (799n, which
stated that self-efficacy would be well correlated
with academic achievement. The students who
had high levels of confidence showed better
performance that those who

Table 3.

The scatterplot

had lower levels of self-efficacy in delivering
English speeches. Apparently, letting the
students know early what is expected fromthem
at the end of the course helped the students
prepare themselves to do the task. The course,
which was designed to give a large portion of
opportunities for the students to practice inside
and outside the class, made the students
confident to perform the test. On the contrary,
students with low levels of self-efficary will feel
stressed out with the assignment because they
see themselves as incapable of doingthe assigned
task. As a result, the students will likely feel
anxious when delivering the speech in front of
the audience, which may lead to a low level of
academic achievement.

Limitation and Recommendation
The result of this particular research cannot be

used to generalize the condition of all students in
in the setting of the research. There were at least
five classes in each department and at least
fifteen departments in the Universtas
Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta, but only a few of
them participated in the research. Accordingly,
the recommendation for the future research is to
collect data from a bigger sample size and more
variety of departments. Self-efficacy can also be

researched before and after the intervention.
Looking at their level of confidence in the
beginning and at the end of the intervention is
helpful to see whether the intervention actually
works effectively. This can be an effective means
ofcourse evaluation.

Teacher self-efficacy in teaching the
particular course is also another point to research.
Teachers' confidence in making the students
understand what is taught is one of the most
important things in teaching English for speakers
of other languages. As Hoy and Davis (2006)

argue, the level of self-efficacy affects the efforts
and persistence, which in tums results in better
performance. When teachers are identified to
have a high level of efficary, they will likely find
ways to improve their teaching techniques to
ensure that the students are confident to perform
the task (Bandura, 2006). It eventually leads to
better academic achievement of the students.

Conclusion
The English speech delivery course was given

after a number of English courses that focus on
different English skills such as reading, listening
writing and speaking. When a student delivers a
speech in front of an audience and is assessed, he

needs a high level of self-confidence because

some students may not get used to speaking in
the way they are required to. The study shows
the similar results as shown by many studies that
suggest high self-efficary has positive impacts on
academic achievement. The higher the level of
self -ef f icacy, the better the academic
achievementwillbe.

slfrm*y
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